Climate Change in Wildland Management:
Taking the Long View1

Scott Stine2

Climate constitutes one of the great determinants of all natural environments. As such, it
goes a long way in accounting for the distributions of the plant and animal species that
inhabit the Sierra Nevada today. Most land managers are well aware that climate has
changed over geologic time—indeed, one needs to look no farther than the polished rock of
high Sierra Nevadan canyons to see evidence that a climate conducive to large-scale
glaciations existed in the past. And most land managers accept that these past climate
changes must have brought about shifts in distributions of the biota. But many still tend to
view modern climate (defined, for present purposes, as that of the past 120 years) as being
both long established and “normal.” In this view, climates of the pre-modern period are
treated as long gone (and thus largely irrelevant to land management) and as mere deviations
from “normality.”
Two primary factors contribute to this tendency. First, many scientists lack an appreciation
for time scales that exceed a few human generations in length, considering 1,000 years ago
as the distant past. Second, many assume that the pre-instrumental past cannot be well
known or understood and that the inferences drawn from proxy records, such as pollen
records in lake sediment cores, therefore constitute an insufficient basis for high-stakes
management decisions.
Proxy records of Sierra Nevadan climate spanning the past millennium suggest that these
views are flawed in ways that have consequences for management and mismanagement of
the land. Specifically, proxy records indicate that
• the Sierra Nevada's modern climate is, by the standards of the past millennium (or the past
2, 3, or 4 millennia, for that matter), abnormally wet and warm;
• wide, multi-decade-scale fluctuations in moisture availability, unlike any seen in modern
time, have characterized the Sierra Nevada over the past millennium; and
• many such swings—naturally or artificially induced, or both—must be expected to recur
within a time period relevant to current land management practices and decisions.
This paper summarizes some of the multi-decade to century-scale records, examining first
the Sierra Nevadan climate of late Medieval time (from roughly A.D. 900 to 1350) and then
the climate of the Little Ice Age (from roughly A.D. 1350 to 1880). The final section
considers some of the management implications of the records.

The Sierra Nevada Droughts of Medieval Time
Radiocarbon-dated evidence from an increasing number of localities in and adjacent to the
Sierra Nevada indicate that on two occasions—the first encompassing the roughly 200 years
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before about 1100 A.D. and the second spanning the century-and-a-half before
approximately 1350 A.D.—the Sierra Nevada was, by modern standards, remarkably dry.
Hydrographically closed lakes of the western Great Basin, which receive the bulk of their
inflow from Sierra Nevadan runoff, fell to levels far below those that would exist today
under natural conditions. Hydrographically open lakes of the Sierra Nevada's middle and
high elevations fell to and were maintained at levels as much as 70 feet below their
spillways; Sierra Nevadan rivers were greatly diminished in size and presently existing
marshes desiccated.
Many types of evidence reveal these hydrologic and hydrographic responses to Sierra
Nevadan drought. Most conspicuous, perhaps, are the stumps of shrubs and trees, rooted in
growth positions, at sites that are today too wet (in many places, too aquatic) to support
woody vegetation. Thus, the stumps of trees and shrubs that grew during the earliest of the
two droughts (hereafter the Generation 1, or “G-1” stumps) and those that grew during the
second drought (hereafter the “G-2” stumps) can today be found rooted on the artificially
exposed shorelands of Mono Lake at sites that would, given natural conditions, be under
more than 50 feet of water. Tree stumps of G-1 can be seen rooted on the artificially exposed
Walker Lake shorelands at elevations that would today, under natural conditions, be covered
with as much as 140 feet of water. And shrub stumps of G-1 are found rooted near the
lowest elevations on the (now artificially exposed) Owens Playa, indicating that Owens Lake
must have desiccated, or nearly desiccated, during G-1 time.
The upright trunks of trees protruding from the depths of Sierra Nevadan lakes tell a similar
story. At Tenaya Lake, both G-1 and G-2 trunks stand in as much as 70 feet of water; at
Fallen Leaf Lake G-1 trunks are rooted in tens of feet of water; so too are G-2 trunks at
Independence Lake. Because all three of these water bodies have stable spillpoints, droughtinduced drawdown is the most likely explanation for the presence of the relict trees. Such
drawdown would also best explain the presence of G-1 conifer stumps rooted in what is
today a virtually conifer-free marshland—Osgood Swamp between Echo Summit and Lake
Tahoe.
Rooted on the bed of the West Walker River, between its junction with the Little Walker and
the lower end of Chris Flat, are more than 100 stumps and trunks of trees. The 30 individuals
that have thus far been radiometrically assayed all date from one or the other of the two
Medieval droughts. This reach of the river runs through the very narrow West Walker River
Canyon—a defile in which the stream has little room to move laterally over time. Today's
river is far too large to permit trees to grow on the lowest areas of the canyon floor. The
presence of the rooted paleo-trunks thus seems to indicate that the stream was considerably
smaller than those in modern times during two periods of the Medieval past—the same two
periods that would be inferred from the stump- and trunk-studded water bodies noted above.
Evidence for these Sierra Nevadan droughts is not limited to derelict shrubs and trees. Both
sedimentary and geomorphic records confirm that lakes were drawn to abnormally low
levels during the Middle Ages (Stine 1990a, 1994b). Moreover, tree-ring records highlight
the severity of the Medieval droughts. Graumlich's (1993) dendroclimatic reconstructions
from foxtail pines (P. balfouriana) and western junipers (Juniperus occidentalis) of the
southern Sierra Nevada indicate that the two driest 50-year intervals in the past 1,000 years
(from A.D. 1250 to 1299, and from A.D. 1315 to 1364) occurred during the second of the
two Medieval droughts and that the third-driest 50-year interval of her records (A.D.
1021–1070) occurred during the first of the two droughts. LaMarche's (1974) work on the
bristlecone pines of the nearby White Mountains likewise identifies these two periods as
anomalously dry. Like Graumlich, LaMarche characterizes the first of the droughts as being
cool relative to the modern climate and the second as being warmer than modern (though
note that his “modern” did not include the very warm 1980s and 1990s).
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The Little Ice Age in the Sierra Nevada
The term “Little Ice Age,” now applied in many mountain regions of the world (Grove
1988), was conceived in the Sierra Nevada. As originally used by Matthes (1939), it referred
to the past 4,000 years, during which, he believed, Sierra Nevadan glaciers advanced
because of a general cooling trend that followed a putative mid-Holocene thermal maximum.
The more recent convention (Porter and Denton, 1967) is to lump the world's mountain
glaciations of the past 4,000 (or 5,000, 6,000, or 7,000) years into a “Neoglacial Period,”
with “the Little Ice Age” being restricted to the few centuries preceding the mid- to late
1800s. The phrase Little Ice Age is used here in this more limited sense.
That small glaciers exist high in cirques of the Sierra Nevada was recognized early on by
Muir (1875) and Russell (1885, 1889). Matthes (1939) established that the moraines of these
glaciers overlie deposits of talus (as opposed to bedrock), thus demonstrating that the birth
of the small ice bodies had been preceded by a thorough deglaciation. In recognition of that
and other contributions, Birman (1964) named the ice advance the “Matthes glaciation”—a
colloquialism for Little Ice Age glacier activity in the Sierra Nevada.
Dating this activity has been at best imprecise. Wood (1977) observed that, unlike the
surrounding lands, the Matthes-age moraines lack a cover of volcanic ash from the MonoInyo Craters and Domes—the volcanic chain that rises just east of the central Sierra Nevada.
He reasoned that the Matthes glaciation must therefore be younger than the most recent
west-blowing eruption of that chain—an event that he (1977; corrected by Wood and Brooks
[1979]), and Sieh and Bursick (1986) dated to about 1,300 years ago. On the basis of a
number of nonglacial proxy indicators of past climate, Konrad and Clark (1998) argued
convincingly that the Matthes advance commenced sometime within the past 700 years.
Lichenometric dates on stabilized (thus, post-advance) Matthes-age moraines indicate that
the glaciers likely withdrew from their maximum positions sometime within the past 200
years (Konrad and Clark 1998). Photos taken in the early 1880s by Russell (1885) show that
the glacier fronts had receded only a few hundred feet or less, at that time. Since then (thus,
throughout “modern time” as defined here) wastage of the ice has been proceeding at an
accelerating pace (for some of the documentation of this recession, see Matthes 1939, 1942a,
1942b; Stine 1996; and photo comparison by Stine [Bradley 2000]).
Given that modern climate is not conducive to the maintenance of glaciers in the Sierra
Nevada, the conditions that caused them to form and advance during Matthes’ time must
have been, by comparison, wetter (that is, snowier) or less ablative (the latter likely due to
relatively low melt-season temperatures), or both. Some investigators have stressed wetness
as the overriding driver of glaciation, but this overlooks important lessons from other proxy
records. Thus, the hydrographically closed lakes of the eastern Sierra Nevada, which
fluctuated substantially during Matthes’ time (Stine 1990a, 1990b, 1994a, 1994b), spent
centuries of that interval dropping to levels that, by modern-natural standards, must be
considered low (though not as low as during the Medieval time). Indeed, during the first half
of the 19th century, when the Sierra Nevadan glaciers were near their maximum Neoglacial
extent, Mono, Owens, and Pyramid lakes were lower than their lowest natural level of
modern time, and much lower than they would be today but for diversions of their influent
streams (Stine 1996). This coincidence of large glacier size and low lake levels is best
explained by a combination of (by modern standards) relatively cold, relatively dry
conditions. However, climate was not consistently dry throughout Matthes’ time—indeed,
on two occasions during that interval, the surface of Mono Lake reached elevations higher
(in one case, more than 25 feet higher) than any level attained in the modern period. Rather,
precipitation in the Sierra Nevada was well below the modern average for several extended
intervals of the past 500 years.
The tree-ring record confirms the lake-level evidence. Graumlich (1993), for example, found
that temperatures remained below the modern mean (defined as A.1928–1988) for nearly the
entire period from A.D. 1450 to 1850. Although some intervals of this period were wet (for
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example, the late 15th and early 16th centuries and the early to mid-18th century), others
were remarkably dry (including A.D. 1834–1883, which was the fifth-driest 50-year period
of the past millennium). Other evidence for a cold, episodically dry Little Ice Age in the
Sierra Nevada is summarized by Stine (1996).

Implications for Management of Wildlands
The proxy records discussed above highlight the peculiarity of the warm, wet climate that
has characterized the Sierra Nevada during the past 120 years. Equally importantly, they
demonstrate that substantial fluctuations in relative wetness, on scales from multiple decades
to centuries, have occurred on numerous occasions over the past millennium. For several
reasons, these findings point to the need for resource managers to take a multi-decade- to
centuries-scale view of wildlands—one that bases long-term planning on an understanding
of the long-term past and treats the landscape as a perpetually changing entity, rather than as
one that might change someday.
First, shifts in Sierra Nevadan climate will occur in the future, just as they have in the past
under natural conditions; however, unlike the shifts of our natural past, those of the future
will be (and likely have already been) also influenced by anthropogenic forcing.
Second, given the recency of the latest shift in climate (it commenced around A.D. 1880), it
is likely that much of the Sierra Nevada's vegetation has not yet come into distributional
equilibrium with the new warmth and wetness. In fact, if the frequency and magnitude of the
past millennium's climatic swings are any indication, it seems probable that distributional
equilibrium in the Sierra Nevada is never reached or even closely approached. Thus, in a
long-term view of the Sierra Nevada that acknowledges climate change, it is not static
distributions of plants and animals that must be managed but rather distributions that are
constantly in flux and transition, moving up, down, or laterally along complex and variable
temperature and moisture gradients.
Third, because of the above-noted flux and transition, long-term management schemes must
not constrain wildlands within “hard boundaries” (those along which wildlands are bounded
by thoroughly altered landscapes), because such boundaries restrict the ability of species to
shift their distributions in response to climate change. Thus, “soft boundaries” and corridors
must be part of any realistic long-term management plan for wildlands.
Fourth, while it seems likely that climate will continue to warm in the coming decades, it is
impossible to predict whether the next shift in wetness will be toward drier, or even wetter,
conditions. But this uncertainty does not preclude the formation of sound management plans.
The goal of such a plan cannot be to accommodate just one type of climate change; rather,
the goal must be to accommodate change in general, no matter what its direction or severity.
Finally, the paleodroughts of the past millennium undoubtedly inflicted much stress on the
high-moisture-dependent biota of the Sierra Nevada and surrounding regions. Aquatic,
amphibious, and riparian species probably suffered the most, as lakes and streams shrank,
marshes and wet meadows desiccated, and spring sites diminished in size and number.
Clearly, the indigenous species that we see today in the Sierra Nevada survived these past
droughts and ultimately may have been genetically invigorated by them. But could these
same plants and animals, now so stressed and so constricted and fragmented in distribution,
survive epic drought again? Only if land managers take the long view, conserving during
what may currently be the best of times but preparing for the worst of times ahead.
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